Product Information

Quality management according to ISO 9001:2008
A successful company is focused on its main target group - the customers.
An effective quality management system is the ideal tool for the top management: it structures
change processes and makes them controllable. And it ensures efficiency - especially for continuous improvement. Focusing on the 'quality' indicator, this management system creates
trust and credibility in the public eye.
The certification of the quality management system issued by an independent certification
office gives your customers the confidence to see you as a reliable partner. It increases your
worth on the market and contributes to ensure your entrepreneurial success sustainably.
For many branches, specific quality requirements of ISO 9001 have become the foundation,
e.g. in vocational training, the industry of railway, automobile, aircraft, medicine and food.
As a member of the world-wide operating AFNOR group, GUTcert offers these certifications
separately or in combination with e.g. environmental or occupational safety standards.

Advantages of the GUTcert
Each certification audit shall be thoroughly prepared:
The processes and their interactions are already considered during the document review before the audit
takes place. During the on-site audit the auditor is
checking intensively the possible improvement potentials.
According to our company policy, we consider every
certification audit as a process of continuous improvement and as possibility to achieve goals to
strengthen a company’s aim to become more reliable
and successful.
Therefore, special attention is paid to the audit report, where many specific recommendations
and suggestions for improving the management system are given.
As a nationally accredited organization, certificates issued by GUTcert are internationally recognized. They generally have a duration of max. 3 years.
During an annual surveillance audit and a verification audit after 3 years, the certification will
be proved continuously concerning all implemented processes.

Your benefits
GUTcert helps you to detect errors in your quality management and to avoid them in the future. This way your company becomes more profitable and saves unnecessary administrative
effort, time and money.
You are taken seriously as a client with individual needs and requirements and will have a
permanent, competent contact person. Short communication channels allow us to react flexible to changes at any time.
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GUTcert auditors are characterized by in-depth knowledge of the industrial branches, longstanding experiences in certification processes and methods and a general knowledge of several management systems. They can always respond to your individual needs.
On request we are also experts in various other aspects of the quality management system,
e.g.:
risk assessment and management
internal audits, continuous improvement process
applications of statistical methods
implementation of legal regulations
company analyses

Costs
We will be happy to provide to you an individual offer for a certification of your quality management system based on the international compulsory rules and according to the size of your
company.
Our offer contains all costs for the entire certification period. On request travel expenses can
be included as well. With GUTcert there is no “small print” and no additional fees.
Simply fill in the Initial data collection form on our website angebot-managementsysteme or
download the form here.
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